INDEX TO VOLUME 48

NOVEMBER 1987 THROUGH OCTOBER 1988—996 PAGES
HOW TO USE THIS INDEX: Most feature material has been indexed three or more times—once by the title under which it was published, again under the author's last name, and finally under one or more of the subject categories or railroads. Photographs standing alone, as in "Railroad News Photos," "Photo Section," or departments, are indexed (usually under the railroad), but photographs within a single-subject feature are not usually separately indexed. News items are indexed under the railroad and/or category. References to people, or quotes by them, are indexed under the railroad or company with which they are easily identified; if there is no such easy identification, they are indexed under the person's last name. Maps, profiles (of track), radio frequencies, rosters of equipment, and statistics are indexed only under those categories. Items from foreign countries (other than the United States and Canada) are indexed under the country. Numerals are indexed in alphabetical order as if spelled out; "article" words (a, an, the) are omitted when alphabetizing an index.
Ateison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Auctions on historical items, Dec 10
CPT diesels:
Ugly Derbyings Disperse, Nov 45
Clearbore shop, last rebuild (photo), Jun 14 (color)
F's Nos. 43574-4787
Delivered (photo), Jun 15 (color)
Restored (photo), Aug 11 (color)
4-8-4 No. 2316, Aug 6
4-8-4 No. 3751, restoration update, May 19
GP7
Accepted at La Grange (photo), Aug 16 (color)
Ordered from GM Canada, Feb 8
Harrington Roundhouse, Sep 7
Joint Line realignment (photo), Mar 13 (color)
Line sales
Agreement reached on TP&W sale, Dec 11
Orient Line for sale, Jul 11
Sale of T&P Railroad, Mar 15 (color)
Main line at Boren, Calif. (photo), Oct 44
Ottawa Baldwin City (Kans.) branch excursion (photo), Apr 14 (color)
Pico River (Calif.) collision kills 1, Apr 4
Rose Bowl special (photo), Apr 15 (color)
Santa Fe pink to Pacific to sell Southern Pacific, Nov 9
Second Subdivision commemorative train, photo, Jan 14 (color)
SD45-2 5510 at San Bernardino (photo), Dec 14 (color)
Stock buyback plan to fight takeover bid, Dec 19
Super Bowl special (photo), May 13 (color)
Target of takeover moves, Jan 10
3400-class sold, Sep 40

C:

Caboose:
Montana caboose law struck down, Feb 8
NS caboose at Danville, Va. (photo), Oct 17 (color)
Virginia to repeal caboose law, Jun 18

C:

Caltrain "Garlic Express" to Gilroy (photo), Nov 12 (color)
Campaign trains:
Jean Jackson in New Southern England (photo), Sept 12 (color)
Campbell, Glenn: B&LE 2-8-0 No. 643
Can They Teach the Elephant to Dance? Mar 20
Chester: Heading for the Last Roundup, May 53
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